EEG in childhood absence epilepsy.
We performed a longitudinal clinico-electroencephalographic study of 23 children who were diagnosed as having absence epilepsy on their initial visits to our facility and we analysed those factors which lead to an unfavourable prognosis. We divided the 23 patients into three groups according to their clinical courses: Group A: eight patients who responded well to the therapy and became seizure free without relapse of epileptic discharges on EEGs; Group B: thirteen patients who suffered from relapse of epileptic discharges on EEGs despite clinical seizure cessation; Group C: two patients who continued to suffer from seizures. (1) Fifty-six percent of all patients had focal epileptic discharges, including a surprising 63% of patients in Group A. (2) "Lead in" in the ictal EEGs and automatisms during seizures were most commonly observed in patients in Group B, although there were no significant differences between the three groups. (3) The epilepsy of one patient in Group C evolved into complex partial seizures or absence status during her clinical course. She seemed to suffer from so-called "frontal absence", despite the fact that her initial EEG did not show any focal abnormalities. (4) Patients in Group B were treated with lower AED dosages than those in Group A. In addition, one patient in Group C was treated irregularly. We conclude that it is not uncommon for patients with absence epilepsy to show focal abnormalities on EEGs and clinical ictal automatisms. Thus, the existence of clinical ictal automatisms and focal signs in electroencephalographic features are not sufficient indicators of the final outcome. Furthermore, it appears that regular and adequate drug therapy is important for a favourable prognosis.